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Introduction 
 

Many businesses want to deny it, but social media is positioning itself at the core of 

digital marketing. While it might be difficult to keep up with the rapidly shifting social 

landscape, the businesses that are finding a way to make social work are reaping the 
benefits. 

Despite the plethora of social platforms that seems to grow every few months, LinkedIn 

and Google+ are in the forefront as the major platforms offering a unique set of 
opportunities for professionals. 
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LinkedIn 
 

With over 200 million global users, LinkedIn is rapidly growing and business 

professionals have a lot to gain if they use it effectively. While LinkedIn is generally 

seen as a business-to-business (B2B) social technology, it can also be used in some 
business-to-consumer (B2C) environments too. 

LinkedIn gained its reputation as a place where job seekers and recruiters came 

together to validate CVs online, but in recent years, and since floating on NASDAQ in 

May 2011, the inward investment has enabled it to develop into a full-blown business 
social technology. 

Some of the Ways Businesses Can Leverage 

LinkedIn  

• Build strong individual employee personal brands and a larger organizational 
brand 

• Have a company profile that reflects the broad range of products & services 
(brand awareness) 

• Increase the brand value of the organization by growing individual staff 
endorsements & recommendations and then build service/product 
recommendations too 
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• Use video embedded in personal or corporate profiles to better demonstrate 
capabilities, product/service features and/or case studies, portfolios and 
testimonials 

• Proactively connect with prospective customers who will, over time, better 
understand your capabilities and reputation so that when they are ready to buy, 
they contact you 

• Regularly post relevant, quality content to a targeted audience 

• Leverage the various levels of premium membership to connect with and 
message in a targeted way, dependent upon your business objectives (e.g. 
business research, finding talent/recruitment, sales management etc.) 

• Use the analytics data intelligently to identify real opportunities. LinkedIn has lots 
of useful individual and company metrics right “out of the box” for you to target 
your efforts 

 

Build Strong Individual Employee Brands 

If possible, engage with all key employees to develop a consistent approach to the way 

your company is portrayed across all profiles. Give them support in how to develop 

professional personal profiles – look at some of the better ones out there and use those 
as a model. 

Increased Brand Awareness 

Build brand awareness and engagement by showcasing your company via professional 
company pages. 
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Increased Brand Value 

Perhaps the biggest difference between LinkedIn and other social platforms is the way 

an individual and company can stimulate enhanced online reputation management 

(ORM). This is done via endorsements (the social signal that you have a skill or area of 

expertise) and recommendations (the evidence that people have experienced these first 
hand). 

You need processes in place to garner these both as individuals and then to grow the 
company product/service recommendations as well. 

Demonstrate Capabilities 

Given the choice of reading text or watching a two-minute video, most people will 

choose the video, especially on mobile devices. LinkedIn now makes the embedding of 

video in personal and company profiles a simple one click operation, which can really 
bring your profiles to life. 

Proactively Connect with Prospective Customers 

There are a variety of methods to identify “on profile” prospect customers (e.g. via the 

advanced search function, by joining appropriate groups, and seeking introductions) 

and provided these approaches are done in a thoughtful way, can reap excellent ROI 

over time. But as with all social media marketing (SMM), this is more of a marathon than 
a sprint! 
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Regularly Post Relevant, Quality Content 

When you first approach a prospect to “invite them to join your professional network on 

LinkedIn”, they will check out who you are, what you do, and the potential value of 

accepting your invitation. Seeing that you post regular, and above all, useful updates on 

your own profile and company profile will influence their decision. Once they add you, 

seeing that you continue to post useful content, and the drip of good news stories and 

case studies (in amongst the industry or market news), will mean that when they need 
your product or service, it is you they turn to, rather than the competition. 

Leverage the Various Levels of Premium Membership 

Most people just have the free membership, which is a good place to start, but 

dependent upon your business goals (to recruit, increase sales, enhance brand 

reputation) there are over 12 different types of premium memberships. 

Use the Analytics Data Intelligently to Identify Real 

Opportunities 

Finally, whether it’s the “who’s viewed your profile” data, the “updates” posted by your 

connections from your home page, or looking at the “follower” and “page views” insight 
data from your company pages, LinkedIn’s useful metrics are growing every day. 

 

How Does A Company Start? 
If you haven’t got a personal profile already, create one and go through the process of 
building up your own online reputation first. 
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Then you can set up a company profile, which is like a mini-website for you within 

LinkedIn (with home page, careers (if you have any job vacancies), and service/product 
pages too). 

The major benefit and difference for you is that, while only 30% of people might believe 

what you write about yourself on your own website, over 70% are positively influenced 
by your LinkedIn company pages. 

Why? Because as you’ll see, as soon as you get customer/client feedback - in the form 

of recommendations for your products or services - the most prominent images and 

content on your pages is via those third-party endorsements. And prospects are heavily 

influenced by the recommendation and referral of others, especially when they can 

transparently see who they are, what positions they hold, and as a result are able to 
validate the strength and value of those testimonials. 

However, as with all other elements of your online and offline marketing strategy, in 

order to maximize the benefits, and minimize the time/investment required, it’s best to 
start with the end in mind. When defining your LinkedIn strategy, ensure the following: 

• You understand what your goals are and how you will measure them 

• Your content and updates reflect your overall brand persona 

• Any graphic elements are consistent with your brand’s overall look and feel 

• To plan your daily and weekly individual and company profile update strategy 

• Plan your internal resources so that individuals not only develop their own 
connections, but also seek to encourage those connections (customer and 
prospects) to “follow” your company pages (so that if the individuals leave the 
contacts and reputation stays with your company) 
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Google+ 
 

It’s no wonder that, as Google has the lion’s share of the search market, most 

companies are taking a look at Google+ to find out if it might have some benefit to their 

business. However, Google’s two previous attempts to enter the social media space 

didn’t exactly set the world on fire (Google Buzz and Google Wave), and is why some 
are being more cautious. 

That said, can you afford to ignore something that appears to be growing so fast? 
(Some commentators say it is the fastest growing social media platform today). 

Google has launched Google+ differently to previous attempts; not only is it a social 

media platform, but somewhere to connect via video conferencing. It’s also a medium to 

connect with and easily segment and message individuals and groups, as well as all the 

usual stuff like sharing photos, videos and links. By converting anyone who has a Gmail 

account to a Google+ profile, users have been exposed to a wider tantalizing world of 
social opportunity. 

In addition, as businesses seek to reduce costs as well as increase revenue, the 

Google+ “one control panel” feel also exposes users to Google Apps. With direct “out of 

the box” integration to their mail, drive storage, calendars, and contacts all accessible 

from their mobile device. This phenomenal growth isn’t likely to slow down any time 
soon. 
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As well as potentially competing with the likes of Facebook in the B2C space, Google+ 

also seems to have its sights firmly set on the B2B space. As soon as LinkedIn decided 

to remove their “events” feature, Google+ introduced Google+ Events, followed swiftly 
by Google+ Communities (a feature in direct competition with LinkedIn Groups). 

LinkedIn will always have functionality (based on the depth of individual career history 

and capability validation) that Google+ will complement, rather than compete with. 

However, with Google+ Local (previously Google Places which also had the Zagat 

rating system) merging with Google+ business pages, this powerful hub of vital 

company data and third-party reviews is likely to have a big impact on the way research 
and purchase decisions are made in the future. 

How to use Google+ for business? 

Provide an effective overview of your business 

One that you can improve your SEO with, by providing direct links back to relevant 

pages on your website or elsewhere. And when your Google+ Local listing merges with 

it, you can also provide evidence of your expertise, which will help to influence a 
prospect’s purchase decision. 

Connect with your audience using Google+ Events and 

Communities 

Google+ Events is an interesting feature that allows you to send out personalized 

invitations to people (whether they are Google+ users or not. It also integrates with 

Google Calendar if they are Google Apps users, by posting the invitation in their 
calendar, inviting them to accept or decline the invitation right from there. 

If you don’t have any events to share, then the Google+ Communities function provides 

a place where you can invite people to join discussions and grow your influence. And of 
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course, once you are connected to someone (directly or through communities) you can 

see if they are online, and if they have a video camera attached to their device, even 
invite them to a video conference using Google Hangouts. 

Provide regular, relevant, quality updates 

The functionality of Google+ Company Pages are slightly different to individual profiles, 

and are similar to how Facebook and LinkedIn “company pages” are set up, in that they 

are separate entities. The company “persona” cannot directly invite people to its circles 

(the name for connecting on Google+), like individuals can, mainly to prevent new 

companies just spamming thousands of people with unwanted messages (not such a 
bad thing!). 

To encourage people to connect to your company and place your company in their 

“circle” you must turn to content. Make sure you are posting regular, relevant, quality 

content in the form of company updates which are shared publicly (and therefore seen 

by everyone). Once a user has you in their circles you can drop them into one or more 

of your circles and message individuals or groups as appropriate, to ensure more 
relevant, targeted messaging. 

Set up and connect with Google Authorship for best SEO 

results 

This is the way Google authenticates and will, over time, begin to “trust” you or any 

author as a quality source of content. Identifying yourself as the author of your content 

by connecting with your Google+ profile is the easiest way to take advantage of the 

SEO benefits of Google+ and getting your image to come up against your Google 
search results listings. 
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Seek out “on profile” prospects to engage and connect with 

As with all social media, success (which leads to a return on investment of your time 

and effort) only comes if you engage in relevant conversations with an “on profile” 
targeted audience. 

There is more than one way of doing this, for example through both your personal and 

company profiles. As you cannot “circle” someone until they “circle” you, it is important 

to build relationships with individuals first through your personal Google+ profile and 

then introduce your business page’s content to them, whenever you think it’s 
appropriate. 

Another way to do this is to search for mentions of your company name or related topics 

(using relevant search terms). You can save searches and then check daily via the left 

“Explore” option, and respond to mentions appropriately. A simple +1 (the equivalent to 

a “like”) lets the author know you value what they’ve said but commenting shows even 
greater appreciation and strengthens that connection still further. 

How Does A Company Get Started? 
Once you have your own Google+ profile (if you have a Gmail account, you don’t need 

to do anything, you have a Google+ profile you just need to complete it) from there you 

can set up and administer your Google+ for business pages. From there, it’s all about 
populating your profile with content to further build your brand awareness and expertise.  
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What is WSI?   

• We Simplify the Internet! 

• International internet marketing agency est: 1995 

• 1200 Offices 

• 80+ Countries 

• 345 Certified Google Experts 

• 35 Certified Analytics Experts 

• 28 Certified Conversion Specialists 

• 381 SEO Content Developers 

• International recognition (WMA) 

What do we do? 
Internet marketing solutions – websites, e-commerce, mobile websites, responsive web 
design, ASEO, paid search, email marketing, audits. 

Get in touch with an expert and get the best digital marketing solution for 

your business now! 
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